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Abstract. Existing reports of gas transport properties within polymeric mem-
brane as a direct consequence of operating temperature are in a small number
and have arrived in diverging conclusion. The scarcity has been associated to
challenges in fabricating defect free membranes and empirical investigations of
gas permeation performance at the laboratory scale that are often time con-
suming and costly. Molecular simulation has been proposed as a feasible
alternative of experimentally studied materials to provide insights into gas
transport characteristic. Hence, a sequence of molecular modelling procedures
has been proposed to simulate polymeric membranes at varying operating
temperatures in order to elucidate its effect to gas transport behaviour. The
simulation model has been validated with experimental data through satisfactory
agreement. Solubility has shown a decrement in value when increased in tem-
perature (an average factor of 1.78), while the opposite has been observed for
gas diffusivity (an average factor of 1.32) when the temperature is increased
from 298.15 K to 323.15 K. In addition, it is found that permeability decreases
by 1.36 times as the temperature is increased.
Keywords: Molecular simulation  Polymeric membranes  Transport
properties  Operating temperatures
1 Introduction
Natural gas is defined as the gaseous fossil fuel that is rich with hydrocarbon occurring
naturally underground as is utilized as fuels for petrochemical plants [1]. It is a source
of energy for heating, cooking in homes, generating electricity and also vehicles’ fuels
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[2]. Before supplying to users all over the world, the natural gas has to be treated by
removing all unwanted residual gases, e.g. acid gases (CO2), inert gases (N2) and
oxidizers (O2), prior to entering the pipeline to obtain highly concentrated methane
(CH4) that constitutes to its actual heating value [3, 4]. Polymeric membranes play a
pivotal role in gas separation applied in industrial application attributed to their various
advantages, such as occupying a relatively smaller footprint, chemical free, cost
effective, high process flexibility, simplicity and high energy efficiency [5]. In typical
natural gas processing, the entering natural gas are in the range of 30 °C to 50 °C in
order to suit the temperature for membrane separation [6].
A number of existing reports shows that a mere minor changes or fluctuations in
operating temperature has affected the transport performance and selectivity of the
membrane [7]. Although there have been a lot of studies related to membrane tech-
nology, the issue of temperature dependent phenomena onto membrane remains an
unclear cut and unexplored. Majority of the experimental data have been confined to
gas transport in polymer films at temperatures near 25 or 35 °C, which is devoted to
measurement at ambient operating condition, attributed to challenges and cost to
control the operating temperatures at different ranges [7].
Rising effort has emerged to elucidate the temperature dependent gas transport
behavior of penetrants through membrane. Koros and Paul reported the CO2 sorption in
poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) from 25 to 115 °C, while fitting the values to dual
mode sorption model [8]. The gas permeabilities and solubilities of five different gases
are reported for bisphenol-A polycarbonate (PC), tetramethyl polycarbonate (TMPC),
and tetramethyl hexafluoro polycarbonate (TMHFPC) at temperatures up to 200 °C [7].
Costello and Koros studied the same transport properties in meta/para-isomers of
hexafluoroisopropylidene-containing polyimides at ambient and higher temperatures
[9]. Merkel et al. studied the solubility and permeability of light gases, 2 hydrocarbons,
and fluorocarbons in a glassy random copolymer of polytetrafluoroethylene and poly
(2, 2-bis (trifluoromethyl)-4, 5-difluoro-1, 3-dioxole) (AF2400®) from 25 to 45 °C
[10]. Gameda et al. elucidated the mixed gas sorption of CO2/CH4 in polymer of
intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1) in between 25 and 50 °C [11]. Stevens et al. reported
the decrement in gas solubilities with increment in temperature at varying thermally
rearranged (TR) polymeric membranes [12].
Based on review of published literature, it is found that many transport property
studies include only permeability measurements near ambient conditions. Comple-
mentary information on the individual contributions of the sorption and diffusion
coefficients to the overall performance at non-ambient and elevated temperatures is
rarely reported. The condition thereby limits the availability of data necessary to
understand, at a fundamental level, membrane performance at temperatures away from
ambient operating conditions. In addition, the systematic studies on temperature
dependency of gas transport properties are often obscure, whereby the effect of tem-
perature to different gas penetrants has arrived in contrary and diverging values. In this
context, molecular simulation has been proposed as a feasible and complementary
alternative of experimentally studied materials to provide insights into gas transport
characteristic from an atomistic point of view, usually achieved via a coupling of
molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) technique. In this context, adaptation
of molecular simulation tool overcomes the barrier, cost and time in preparation and
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testing of gas permeation membrane at the laboratory scale since it appears to be
relatively convenient to control operating conditions of the simulation [13].
Nevertheless, although molecular simulation work has been demonstrated to be
rather successful to model transport properties in membrane, the study has been con-
fined to sorption and trajectory of gas molecules at ambient operating temperature. The
study on the impact of different operating temperature onto the efficiency of polymer
membrane via MD simulation has received less scrutiny. Therefore, this work aims for
assembling a sequence of molecular modeling procedure to simulate experimentally
validated membrane structures at different operating temperatures. Subsequently, they
can be employed to elucidate the effect of operating temperatures to transport properties
of membrane structures, which encompass that of gas solubilities, diffusivities, and
permeabilities.
2 Methodology
The methodology is subdivided into three subsections, whereby the first is molecular
simulation to construct PSF polymeric membrane at various operating temperatures,
the second is procedure for determination of glass transition temperature in the poly-
meric membranes, and the third is sequence for evaluation of varying transport prop-
erties of gas penetrants within the polymeric structures.
2.1 Atomistic Packing Models
This section commences the basis and methodology for simulation of glassy polymeric
membrane at different operating temperatures. The simulations are performed using
Materials Studio (MS) 8.0 software developed by Accelrys Software Inc. [14]. For this
work, Polysulfone (PSF) is chosen due to its commercial use and also suitability for
separation of gas mixtures [15]. The repeating unit of the PSF polymeric membrane is
provided in Fig. 1.
The Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation
Studies (COMPASS) force field has been adopted consistently. In addition, the Ewald
method with an accuracy of 0.001 kcal/mol has been adopted to describe the elec-
trostatic interactions, while the van der Waals interaction has been characterized via the
Lennard-Jones-6-12 function with a cut-off-distance of *11 Å (spline width of 1 Å
and buffer width of 0.5 Å), whereby this value is selected since it is less than half of
the expected cell length.
Head Tail 
Fig. 1. The chemical structure for polysulfone repeated single chain, purple: hydrogen, grey:
carbon, yellow: sulphur, red: oxygen atom. (Color figure online)
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A single polymer chain with 20 repeat units is constructed. The initial polymeric
chain has been located in the Forcite module of Materials Studio 8.0 and has been
subjected to energy minimization and geometry optimization. The COMPASS force
field has been adopted alongside the smart algorithm, which is a combination of the
steepest descent; adjusted basis set Newton-Raphson (ABNR) and quasi-Newton
algorithms in a cascading manner, in order to refine geometry of the initial polymeric
chain. Later, the polymeric membrane chain has been folded into Amorphous Cell
module adopting Construction task. The polymer chains have been embedded in the
hypothetical cell under the periodic condition at initial density corresponding to 70% of
the targeted experimental density (1.24 g/cm3) [16]. Similarly, the COMPASS force
field has been adopted to pack the polymeric chains.
Subsequently, the PSF structure has been treated adopting the molecular treatment
procedure as highlighted in our previous work [17]. The NPT-NVT protocol has been
repeated until changes in the successive density values are within predefined tolerance.
Thereafter, in order to simulate the effect of operating temperatures to the molecular
structure of PSF polymeric membrane, the procedures are repeated at temperature of
308.15 K, 313.15 K and 323.15 K instead of 298.15 K.
2.2 Glass Transition Temperature
In this study Tg s of PSF samples have been determined by mimicking the heating and
cooling protocols in laboratory scale adapting a series of thermodynamic treatment in
Forcite Module. Firstly, the optimized and equilibrated configuration has been sub-
jected to an additional Canonical (NVT) ensemble at designated operating temperature
with a time step of 1 fs and total simulation time of 10 ps by framing the output every
1000 steps. This procedure is aimed to obtain the trajectory files of PSF polymeric films
with 10 frames for each operating temperature, such that an average Tg can be deduced
to increase accuracy of the computed value when the series of thermodynamic treat-
ment is iterated while calculating an independent Tg for each frame. Then, the indi-
vidual frame located within the PSF trajectory has been exposed to gentle heating from
353.15 K to 553.15 K, which surpasses that of the bulk glass transition temperature of
PSF polymer, with an interval of 1 K. Subsequently, a 100 ps NPT dynamic ensemble
has been conducted at the designated heating temperature and operating pressure.
Thereafter, the system is cooled down from 553.15 K to 353.15 K with the temperature
interval of 1 K while computing density of the structure at each temperature. This
protocol is looped over all frames contained in the trajectory file and eventually the
values are averaged at the end.
2.3 Gas Transport Properties
In order to elucidate transport properties of penetrants within the simulated PSF
polymer films, gas molecules of O2, N2, CH4 and CO2 have been generated. Analo-
gously, they have been treated with energy minimization and geometry optimization
prior to incorporation within the simulated polymeric matrix. Later, the transport
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properties of gases, which are of paramount interest to determine separation perfor-
mance of polymeric membranes, comprising of diffusivity, solubility, and permeability
characteristics have been studied. The procedure and underlying theory supporting the
evaluation of transport behavior are elaborated in this subsection.
2.3.1 Gas Diffusivity
In current work, the diffusivity of gas penetrants has been determined adopting the
means of molecular positioning theory, or more commonly known as the Einstein
relationship [18–24]. In Einstein correlation, he related the self-diffusion coefficient of
gas particles i, Di to the mean square displacement (MSD) as a function of observation
time, such as that presented in (1), through the assumption of particle random walk [25].
Di ¼ 16N !
lim
t!1
d
dt
XN
t¼1
ri tð Þ2ri 0ð Þ2
 D E ð1Þ
N is resemblance of the total number of diffusing atoms i within the hypothetical cell
under consideration, ri is the position vector of atom i, ri tð Þ2ri 0ð Þ2
  represents
ensemble averages of the gas particles MSD, while ri tð Þ and ri 0ð Þ depicts the final and
initial position vector of the centre of mass of gas molecule over the time span of
interest, t. Based on (1), the gas diffusivity coefficient can be analysed from the slope of
mean-squared displacement against simulation time, divided by 6.
Subsequently, in order to simulate diffusivities, 10 molecules of each gas species
are incorporated within the optimized and equilibrated PSF films, as prepared in
Sect. 2.1 of present study. 10 gas molecules have been simulated to collect sufficient
trajectory in order to validate a reasonable and accurate pathway of penetrants within
the polymeric matrix. Each of the gas molecules has been assigned with a centroid of
centre of mass before being embedded inside the hypothetical cell of interest in order to
track its respective pathway. Initially, the gas molecules together with the final opti-
mized membrane structure have been subjected to an additional 1000 ps
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) molecular dynamics run to obtain the equilibrated
configuration of the gas/polymer system at 2 atm and designated operating tempera-
tures. When approaching the end of dynamic run, an additional Canonical
(NVT) simulation has been performed for 2 ns to elucidate the detailed trajectory of the
gas molecules. A time step of 1 fs has been employed consistently throughout the
simulation process to increase the frequency of consecutive motion of diffusing gas.
Ultimately, the MSD computed as a function of time was analyzed using conventional
and log–log plots.
2.3.2 Gas Solubility
Solubility of the mentioned gases dedicated to O2, N2, CO2 and CH4 in PSF polymeric
films have been investigated employing the adsorption isotherm task located in
Sorption module of Materials Studio 8.0. The embedded adsorption isotherm simula-
tion allows end users to perform a series of grand canonical Monte Carlo ensemble
(GCME), in which fugacities of all related components and temperature of the hypo-
thetical system are remained constant. In this simulation work, the gas penetrants have
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been incorporated within the equilibrated cell adopting the Metropolis methodology
since it has been demonstrated in previous published molecular simulation works to be
an adequate characterization for system with relatively small sorbates as compared to
pore size of the polymeric matrix and inherits low degree of torsion flexibility, which
are highly applicable to gas molecules such as O2, N2, CO2 and CH4 [23, 26].
The GCME in sorption module has been executed for 100 fugacity steps between
0.00001 to 101.325 kPa in equidistant steps. At each pressure, 100000 steps of GCMC
calculation are carried out with an initial equilibration period of 10000 steps.
Most simulation techniques are inclined towards determining the condition at
infinite dilution and relating it to the solubility coefficient, such as that depicted in (2)
[23, 27–29].
Si ¼ lim
fi!0
ci
fi
 
¼ kDiþ c0Hibi ð2Þ
Hence, in this work, the solubility coefficient, Si, has been found through slope of the
straight line connecting a point on the solubility isotherm to the origin. In (2), Ci is the
total concentration of gas in the polymer, bi and C0Hi is the Langmuir hole affinity
parameter and the capacity parameter respectively, while fi is fugacity.
2.3.3 Gas Permeability
Permeability is one of the gas transport properties behaviors, which is related to dif-
fusivity and solubility. Permeability is obtained from the product of diffusion coeffi-
cient, Di and solubility constant, Si, as shown below in (3) [15, 30–32].
Pi ¼ SiDi ð3Þ
3 Results and Discussion
In this section, the molecular simulation results related to PSF polymeric membranes at
different operating temperatures have been presented, whereby it has been subdivided
into two major subcategories, such as (1) molecular structure and physical property and
(2) gas transport properties.
3.1 Molecular Structure and Physical Property
As described in Sect. 2.1, molecular dynamics simulation has been executed for all
PSF polymeric films by keeping the operating parameters at the designated operating
temperature condition, while the other configurations are constantly updated in quest of
determining the most probable polymeric membrane film. Since the structure has been
initialized from a lower targeted experimental density, without setting any confine-
ments throughout the molecular dynamics treatment, the evolution of density towards a
constant value provide phenomenological interpretation that the constructed molecular
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cells have converged to a metastable state. Example of the finalized and optimized PSF
membrane, as well as progression of density during the MD process is provided in
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively.
In this work, the simulated densities at varying operating temperatures have been
compared to the Tait equation [33] and Zoller’s correlation [34, 35], such as that
depicted in (4), which has been demonstrated to be particularly successful to provide a
convenient mathematical characterization of pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) be-
havior for PSF membranes over a wide range of operating conditions.
V P; Tð Þ ¼ 0:8051þ 1:756
 104T 1 0:089 ln 1þ P
4408 exp 1:543 103Tð Þ
  
ð4Þ
Whereby V P;Tð Þ represents the specific volume of the polymer at a particular tem-
perature, T , and pressure, P, of interest.
Table 1 shows the comparison between densities by using Tait-Zoller’s calculation
and this work simulation calculation.
From the comparison of density between the experimental values, formula calcu-
lation and simulated values, it is observed that the deviations are consistently less than
3%. Tentatively, it is found that the molecular simulation tool is of sufficient capability
to capture the trend characterizing effect of operating temperature to the density of
Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of (a) equilibrated and optimized PSF polymeric membrane cell
and (b) alteration in molecular density.
Table 1. Comparison of calculated density by using Tait-Zoller formula and simulation.
Temperature (K) Density (g/cm3)
[Experimental correlation]
Density (g/cm3)
[This work]
Percentage error
(%)
298.15 1.235 1.220 1.21
308.15 1.233 1.211 1.78
313.15 1.231 1.205 2.11
323.15 1.229 1.198 2.52
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molecular structure, such that the density decreases with increment in temperature. The
observation can be rationalized through expansion of the simulation cell when oper-
ating temperature is raised attributed to higher activation energy for relaxation [34, 35].
Deviation between simulated and experimentally observed PSF density can be
explained through the assumption in molecular simulation, whence cut off distance has
been applied that deemed long range molecular interaction to be negligible.
In this study, the optimized configuration of the built PSF was heated from tem-
perature of 353.15 K to 553.15 K to obtain the glass transition temperature, whereby
the trend of density versus temperature has been plotted in Fig. 3.
As it can be seen from Fig. 3, initially the density decreases linearly with increment
in temperature, and then shows an abrupt alteration in the value before continuing to
embark in another linear region. Change in linear relationship is demonstrated through
the difference in slope between the two curves, whereby the first at lower temperature is
representative of the glassy state region, while the latter describes the rubbery state. The
point at which the glassy and rubbery linear correlation meets to form an intercept
provides graphical representation of Tg The intersected point at 454.94 K is Tg
obtained from current simulated work. When comparing the obtained Tg through this
simulation, to literature record of 460.15 K [23], the error is at −1.13%. Thus, it can be
said that the proposed methodology is reliable to obtain molecule structures of high
accuracy, before applying in subsequent section to study the gas transport properties at
varying operating temperatures.
3.2 Gas Transport Properties
In this section, the results pertaining to molecular simulation of PSF polymeric
membranes at different operating temperature is presented from the aspect of transport
behaviour evolution associated to the temperature, followed by integration of existing
correlations to quantify the effect.
Fig. 3. Graph of density against temperature to obtain glass transition temperature.
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3.2.1 Gas Diffusivities
The example of mean square displacements (MSDs) for gas penetrants, O2, N2, CO2
and CH4 within PSF polymeric matrix at 308.15 K are summarized in Fig. 4. The
mean square displacement is found to increase in a relatively linear manner with time,
suggesting that the collected data are of sufficient reliability to constitute the diffusivity
data, which would be determined from slope of the graph.
Fig. 4. Graph of mean squared displacement (MSD) against time at 308.15 K for (a) O2 (b) N2
(c) CO2 and (d) CH4.
Fig. 5. Graph of logarithmic MSD against time for (a) O2 (b) N2 (c) CO2 and (d) CH4.
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In order to demonstrate that the selected time regime is of sufficient accuracy to
characterize the consecutive motion of gas molecules, the logarithmic plot of MSD
versus time has been provided in Fig. 5.
When approaching approximately 1500 ps (Log time  3.2), an apparent change
in slope of the curve has been observed for all gas penetrants and approaching unity at
the end of the simulation (e.g. 1.0931 from 0.2744 for O2; 1.0107 from 0.1754 for N2;
1.0901 from 0.1538 for CO2 and 1.1604 from 0.09199 for CH4). Similar observation
has been reported in previous simulation work by Cuthbert et al. who observed a slope
of 1 when the gas penetrants reached the diffusive regime [36]. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that the allocated simulation time of 2000 ps is appropriate and sufficiently long
to capture the diffusive behavior of all gas penetrants in the studied membranes.
The computed diffusivity data at varying operating temperatures for the gas pen-
etrants are tabulated in Table 2.
Accuracy of the simulated diffusivity data has been verified through comparison
between simulation and experimental measured results by Ahn et al. [16] at 308.15 K,
whereby a small deviation between the two conditions has been observed consistently
for all gas penetrants. As it can be seen in Table 2, as the temperature increases, the
diffusion coefficient is also increasing. The contributing factor is free volume within the
structure of the polymer has increased as the temperature is further increased [37].
Once the free volume of a polymer increases, it allows higher diffusivity of bigger
molecules to have a bigger energy to pass through.
It is found that slope of the linear correlation and subsequently diffusion coefficients
are similarly in the order of O2 > N2 > CO2 > CH4. Such results have been rational-
ized through the ability of gas molecules to enhance their energy through collision with
membrane polymeric chains to jump to neighboring pathway with an appropriate size
in order to accommodate their new trajectory. The findings are consistent with various
published reports on the diffusivity of gas molecules through polysulfone membranes
[16, 38–40]. It has been reported that oxygen is the species that gain most energy and
have the energy to execute longest diffusional jump among all penetrants [23].
The impact of operating temperature to gas diffusivity has been quantified through
an Arrhenius correlation, as shown in (5), whereby a good fit has been obtained with
sufficiently good R2 for all gas penetrants.
Table 2. Simulated diffusivity for O2, N2, CO2 and CH4 at 298.15 K, 308.15 K, 313.15 K and
323.15 K.
Temperature (K) Diffusivity ( 10−8 cm2/s)
O2 N2 CO2 CH4
298.15 4.064 1.542 1.013 0.541
308.15 4.590 (4.2)a 1.741 (1.2)a 1.112 (1.19)a 0.616 (0.27)a
313.15 4.975 1.890 1.173 0.698
323.15 5.319 2.039 1.218 0.775
aThe number in bracket is the experimental value by Ahn et al. [16]
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Di ¼ D0;ie
Ed;i
RT ð5Þ
In (5), Ed;i is the diffusion activation energy, D0;i is the temperature independent
pre-exponential factor and R is the universal gas constant. The plot of diffusivity as a
function of Arrhenius relationship has been provided in Fig. 6.
3.2.2 Gas Solubilities
The solubility coefficients can be determined from slope of the concentration curve
versus pressure when approaching the zero pressure limits. The example at temperature
of 308.15 K for all gas molecules has been provided in Fig. 7, while all the simulated
data at varying operating temperatures are summarized in Table 3.
It can be seen that the solubility decreases with increment in temperature attributed
to the nature of gas molecules to sustain in its gas state rather than being sorbed within
Fig. 6. Graph of diffusivity against temperature for O2, N2, CO2, and CH4 as an exponential
function characterizing the Arrhenius correlation (Expression 5).
Fig. 7. Graph of concentration against fugacity at 308.15 K for (a) O2 (b) N2 (c) CO2 and
(d) CH4.
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the polymeric matrix at higher operating temperature. In a similar manner, the simu-
lated solubility values are found to demonstrate good accordance with experimentally
reported data by Ahn et al. [16].
The solubility coefficients, are in the order of CO2 > CH4 > O2 > N2. Similarly, the
trend in gas solubilities in PSF membranes is in good conformity with previous pub-
lished literatures [16, 38–40]. The good accordance is found to be related to the critical
temperature of the gas penetrants, whereby CO2 with a critical temperature of 304.15 K
is highly condensable within the polymeric matrix in comparison to CH4 (190.56 K),
followed by oxygen (154.55 K) and subsequently nitrogen (126.2 K) [41, 42]. Solu-
bility always favors those of higher critical temperature since it indicates ease of gas
penetrants to liquefy within the polymer.
In addition, solubility is reported to tally with the Arrhenius calculation with respect
to operating temperature based on previous published literatures [12, 23], such as that
demonstrated (6).
Si ¼ S0;ie
DHS;i
RT ð6Þ
In which S0;i and HS;i characterize the temperature independent pre-exponential con-
stant and enthalpy of dissolution respectively. The characterization of gas solubility
based on expression (6) is provided in Fig. 8.
Table 3. Simulated solubility for O2, N2, CO2 and CH4 at 298.15 K, 308.15 K, 313.15 K and
323.15 K.
Temperature (K) Solubility (cm3 (STP)/cm3 atm)
O2 N2 CO2 CH4
298.15 0.313 0.177 3.951 0.403
308.15 0.263 (0.25)a 0.139 (0.15)a 3.518 (4.02)a 0.350 (0.27)a
313.15 0.239 0.130 2.996 0.281
323.15 0.185 0.099 2.339 0.204
aThe number in bracket is the experimental value by Ahn et al. [16]
Fig. 8. Graph of solubility against temperature for O2, N2, CO2, and CH4 as an exponential
function characterizing the Arrhenius correlation (Expression 6).
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3.2.3 Gas Permeabilities
The gas permeabilities as a product of diffusivities and solubilities have been calculated
and provided in Table 4, while validated with published experimental results by Ahn
et al. [16].
Theoretically, it is found that gas permeability decreases with temperature, which
has been rationalized through the rapid decrement in gas solubility as reported in
previous section that surpasses the effect of increment in diffusivity. Similar behavior
has been observed in previous published work [43].
4 Conclusion
This simulation work has shown how affected the membrane polymer are as the
operating temperature varies from one to another. It is observable from the modeling
structure that the configurations are rather affected. Thus, the first objective of this
work, which is the assembling of a sequence of molecular modeling procedure to
simulate experimentally validated membrane structures at different operating temper-
atures, has been successfully achieved. Other than that, it can be concluded that the
transport properties are hugely affected by the changing in operating temperature. The
diffusivity has shown a positive change in increased temperatures but solubility has
shown a decrement in its coefficient as the temperature increases. Permeability is also
affected by this whereby it decreases as the temperature increases due to the solubility
gaining dominance over diffusivity. Hence, the second objective of this work of elu-
cidating the transport properties of membrane structures at different operating tem-
peratures has also been accomplished. By conducting simulation onto this case study, it
has contributed in terms of time saving and cost saving in determining the effects rather
than having a lot of time to conduct an experiment. Simulation studies has proven to be
another reliable alternative to study the microscopic details of a polymer and its effects
as it has been compared that there is no significant variance to the experimental values
from literature records. In addition, individual contributions of the sorption and dif-
fusion coefficients to the overall permeability performance at varying operating con-
ditions can be obtained conveniently since it provides phenomenological information
towards the correlation between membrane morphology and gas transport properties.
Table 4. Simulated permeability for O2, N2, CO2 and CH4 at 298.15 K, 308.15 K, 313.15 K
and 323.15 K.
Temperature (K) Permeability (Barrer,  10−10 cm3/cm2s.cmHg)
O2 N2 CO2 CH4
298.15 1.271 0.273 4.002 0.218
308.15 1.209 (1.4)a 0.243 (0.24)a 3.912 (6.3)a 0.216 (0.22)a
313.15 1.190 0.246 3.515 0.196
323.15 0.986 0.202 2.849 0.158
aThe number in bracket is the experimental value by Ahn et al. [16]
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Therefore, it is hopeful to apply this methodology in further studies so that temperature
dependent gas transport properties can be further elucidated and quantified to assist in
design of separative performance within existing and next-generation polymeric
membranes.
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